
T3a 2021 Cawston CE Primary Academy- Curriculum Planning Class: Oak Year: 3 

English
Class Reader: How the
Stars Came to Be
by Poonam Mistry
To write a 
To write a 
To write traditional poems.
To look at stories and poems from 
other cultures. 
Spelling:
Prefixes and Suffixes
Plural endings
Grammar and Punctuation:
To identify word families. 
To use prepositions.  

Science
Light:
To notice 
from surfaces.
To recognise that light from the 
sun can be dangerous.
To recognise that shadows are 
formed when the light from a light 
source is blocked by an opaque 
object.
To find patterns in the way that 
the size of shadows change.

Art on YOUR doorstep

Maths
Time: am/pm, morning, afternoon, noon and midnight.
Compare durations of events, for example to calculate 
time taken by particular events or tasks.

Multiplication and Division: Additional practise for 
formal methods of multiplication and division, including a 
high focus on reasoning. 

Addition and Subtraction: Count up and down in tenths; 
Add and subtract weight and measures up to 3 digits.

Geometry: To describe and draw 2D and 3D shapes.

Music - traditional cultures:
Ravi Shanka and BBC Philharmonic 

Orchestra – BBC 10 pieces
Bob Marley – Three Little Birds

Computing
Word Processing and 
Presentation Skills.

RE Philosophy
(Christians/Humanist)
What is philosophy?
How do people make 

moral decisions?

Relationships 
and Health

My feelings

PE
Sportshall Athletics

Encouraging team work, agility, speed 
and endurance whilst improving 
fitness and monitoring progress.

Geography & History
OS maps and symbols. Local area

knowledge. To visit local historical 
buildings and landmarks.  To compare life 

in Cawston 100 years ago to today.

Art
Complimentary colours. Creating a collage in 

response to the work of Paul Klee. 
Explore ideas about pattern and how colour 

can be organised and combined. To 
experiment with dip dye and collagraph to 

make repeat print patterns.
Opportunity to visit a local artist.  

Spanish
Introducing and 

describing yourself, your 
age, months of the year.


